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Greetings! As your new president, I’m thrilled to introduce Perspective 
for the first time. We’ve titled this issue “Change of Perspective” for 
many reasons. One of them, of course, is that I’m new to UWG. More 
importantly, however, we chose this title because it accurately reflects the 
wide variety of ways in which UWG transforms the lives of our students, 
faculty, staff, alumni, and friends. 

One of the most exciting things you’ll read in this month’s issue is our 
announcement of Perspective Online, a fully-interactive, story-rich website 
that helps you connect more deeply and more frequently with what’s 
happening at UWG. You’ll also read about:

•	 An exciting new program at the Richards College of Business

•	 One professor’s overseas journey to study terrorism

•	 The personal story that drove one family’s generous support of UWG’s 
Speech and Hearing Clinic

•	 How two UWG alums have turned storytelling into a life passion

•	 Success stories and tidbits from alumni, faculty, staff, and students.

My time at UWG has been exciting so far, both personally and 
professionally. I’ve enjoyed getting to know the campus, the people, the 
programs, and the community. I can honestly say that I see firsthand how 
amazing things happen when you Go West. Whether you haven’t been to 
campus recently or were here just last week, we’d love to see you again. 
Come attend a lecture, athletic event, play, gallery exhibit, or concert. Or 
just enjoy a cup of coffee and a stroll through campus. Visit our website, 
send us an email, or submit a class note. Find out how reconnecting with 
UWG can transform your life and change your perspective. 

Sincerely,

Dr. Kyle Marrero
President of the University

C H A N G E  O F

PERSPECTIVE
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P: Your bio is on the website and has been pretty well 
publicized during the presidential search, so let’s start by 
asking the question at the top of everyone’s mind. What 
kinds of changes can we expect to see at UWG in the near 
future?

KM: I’m always cautious to use the word “change.” I prefer 
to say that I would like to identify potential areas to further 
enhance and invest in UWG. I think it’s important to take 
the time to listen and understand the needs, mission, vision, 
strengths and weaknesses of UWG. My initial work has 
been to engage the faculty, staff, students and Carrollton 
community in an open and inclusive dialogue – a process 
that will be ongoing throughout my presidency. These are 
critical times for institutions of higher ed. In order to be 
relevant, we need to communicate our distinctives, align 
our programs with the needs of the region and the state, 
improve retention and graduation rates, cultivate and engage 
in mutually beneficial partnerships, friend and fundraise, and 
provide experiential learning opportunities for our students 
with the primary goal of preparing them for successful 
careers. You may have already heard me say this, but I 
believe in the simple premise that we in higher education are 
in the business of transforming lives. I am passionate about 
assuming the responsibility beyond the classroom. It is our 
responsibility to prepare students for success – in all aspects 
of life. That is absolutely my mission for this university and I 
look forward to further improving the already excellent service 
we provide our students while 
inviting friends and community 
members to get involved with all 
the great things happening on 
our campus.

P: We’ve heard that this was the only presidential position for 
which you applied. Is that true? If so, why UWG?

KM: Yes, that’s completely accurate. Honestly, nothing else 
out there was as interesting and exciting. It was like meeting 
my wife; I asked her to marry me on the second date. I just 
knew it was right! (It took her a little longer to be sure, but 
that was 18 years ago and she still likes me.) My first visit 
to UWG was a couple of years ago while I was working to 
implement football at University of West Florida. We came 
over to UWG to tour the new stadium and to meet with Dr. 
Sethna and the athletics staff. Clearly, I was impressed with 
the facilities. More importantly, what impressed me was the 
earnestness of the staff, their sincere interest in enhancing 
the student experience and the atmosphere of the campus 
community. The UWG faculty and staff truly care about the 
institution and the success of its students. This is indeed a 
special place, both in terms of the physical beauty of campus 
as well as the energy and spirit of the students. There is a 
general attitude of optimism and an excitement combined 
with the desire to fulfill everyone’s potential. UWG is poised 
for great things!

P: Your background is in music performance. That’s a bit 
unusual for a college administrator. How did you choose 
music and how do you think it will help you in your new role?

KM: I’ve been involved in the arts my entire life. My parents 
were both performers – in fact, my parents attended the 
Pasadena Playhouse for Performing Arts with classmates 
including Dustin Hoffman and Gene Hackman. I have always 
had a passion for the stage. But when it came time for 
college, I had a big decision to make – major in music (already 
accepted to Arizona State on a full scholarship) or follow 
through on the nomination process for West Point and the 
Air Force Academy to study engineering (at that time nuclear 
engineering). I loved music and that’s what I chose. And, while 
it might not seem like an obvious background for a university 
president, it has prepared me very well for the challenges that 
come with the role. For one thing, the arts are always under-
funded. I’m accustomed to raising funds and making every 
dollar work as hard as it can. That’s going to be important to 
UWG as we look for ways to offer even more opportunities 
for our students by increasing scholarship support and 
enhancing the student experience. Also, musicians learn 
to be creative within set parameters. I have always been an 
organizer of people, processes and systems, whether it is 
leading arts organizations or serving in a higher education 
administrative capacity. In music, you are asked to be creative 
and interpret a piece within the guidelines dictated by the 
composer. You are given the key signature, the time signature, 
tempo markings, etc., but it is still your interpretation of the 
music in collaboration with others that culminates in a final 
outcome: the performance. You have to communicate, set a 
strategy and process to accomplish the task, and ultimately 

present your results which 
others evaluate. I would say 
that serving as an administrator 
within the university system is 
very similar. For me, the passion 

to serve as a leader in higher education comes from the same 
place that drives my love for the performing arts.

P: Performing seems to run in your family. Your wife is a 
singer as well, correct?

KM: Yes, she certainly is! Jane is an award-winning 
international opera singer, a soprano. She’s performed all over 
the U.S. and Canada as well as China and Europe. And she 
also holds a Doctor of Musical Arts degree. Our daughter, Lily, 
is three and she’s already stealing the show wherever we go.

P: How are you enjoying your new home in Carrollton?

KM: We really love it! The house is great and we’re already 
trying out all the local shops and restaurants. I believe it is 
the attitude in which you embrace a community that directs 
the experience. And, I know it sounds cliché, but home really 
is where the heart is. I was born in Puerto Rico, grew up in 
New Mexico, went to college in Michigan and Ohio, taught in 
Louisiana, joined the administration in Florida and now I’m in 
Georgia. I’ve been blessed to travel all over the world visiting 
and experiencing many different cultures – Jane has, too. But 
at the end of the day, my home is where Jane and Lily are, 
where we’re all happy and fulfilled and determined to make a 
difference. Our hearts are definitely here in Carroll County and 
we’re so excited to be part of UWG and of the community.

cutline

“UWG is poised for great things!”
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By Maggie Worth 

A few days before Dr. Kyle Marrero took office on July 1, Perspective staffers had the opportunity to chat 

informally with our incoming president. An approachable, down-to-earth professional with both a keen 

strategic mind and a deep appreciation of the power of humor, Dr. Marrero encourages colleagues to call 

him “Kyle” and students to call him “Dr. M.” He’s passionate about higher education, community involvement, 

the arts and his family. After listening to his stories (he used to play superheroes with next-door neighbor 

Mike Judge) and hearing about his plans for the university (engage, advance and transform), we decided to 

introduce him to you in the most authentic words we could find: his own. Enjoy the Q & A and, if you haven’t 

already done so, visit westga.edu/president to read his bio, watch his introduction video and check out 

photos from his first day at UWG.

Q&A with Dr. M.
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I Give Because…
Building a Legacy
By Baylor Bassett

I am excited to introduce myself to the alumni and friends of 
the University of West Georgia. My name is Baylor Bassett, 
and I am your new associate director of Legacy Giving. After 
15 years in private practice as an attorney and trust officer, it 
is a thrill to join the staff of such a dynamic university. 

As you read this piece many of you are asking, “What is 
Legacy Giving?” Legacy Giving at UWG was formerly called 
Planned Giving. Why the change from Planned Giving to 
Legacy Giving? Simply put, I believe that Legacy Giving goes 
directly to not only the heart but the purpose for the gift to 
UWG.

So, how do you define Legacy Giving?

Legacy Giving (Lĕg’ ə -sē Gĭv’ĭng) - verb

To convey one’s values through the creation of a future gift to 
the University of West Georgia

“A foresighted action to strengthen the University of West Georgia” 
—Caleb B. Rick, JD

Legacy Gifts provide future support for the University of West 
Georgia. Contributions by will, trust, other forms of written 
designation, life-income arrangements and endowment gifts 
all represent forms of Legacy Giving. Any individual, at any 
point in life, can create a Legacy Gift. It can be as easy as 
naming UWG on the beneficiary form for an IRA, pension 
account or life insurance policy. All of these gifts represent 
a powerful and meaningful way for individuals to create a 
philanthropic legacy for their families, community and the 
University of West Georgia.

As I close, if I can leave you with one thought, it is that 
anyone, at any age, and with any wealth level can make a 
Legacy Gift. In the past, many people had the impression 
that Legacy Gifts were only for the elderly and wealthy. This 
belief could not be further from the truth. No matter your age 
or net worth, we are asking all of our alumni and friends to 
consider a Legacy Gift of any value. This gift would entitle 
you to membership in the McIntosh Circle which honors all 
individuals who have taken the necessary steps to complete 
a Legacy Gift.

If you have any questions about Legacy Gifts and how 
you can implement such a gift in your future plans, please 
do not hesitate to contact me at 678-839-6134 or 
bbassett@westga.edu.

ALUMNI UPDATE
Alumni Legacy Scholarship Fund
The Alumni Association, through a 
lead gift from Rob and Emily Dial, has 
created the Alumni Legacy Scholarship 
Fund, which is intended to be endowed 
at the $25,000 level within five years. 

“Once endowed, the fund will offer 
scholarship opportunities to legacies at 
UWG. This summer during orientation 
we met many legacies and their parent 
or parents,” Rob says.

License Plates
UWG’s new design for the affinity 
license plate is available through your 
local DMV. Revenue from the plates will 
go toward the Legacy Scholarship Fund. 
Alumni living outside of Georgia should 
check their DMV for availability.

Go West for A Day
This fall, consider giving to the Annual 
Fund through the Carroll County “Go 
West for A Day” campaign. The “A Day” 
tradition began in 1983 to engage the 
campus community as well as alumni, 
friends and the local businesses in 
an effort to raise scholarship dollars 
to support students. Last fall, the 
campaign was very successful with 
record participation from faculty and 
staff (61%).
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T H E  I N N O V A T O R
Name: Terra Washington ’97

Home: Atlanta and Cedartown

Profession: Turner Entertainment 
Networks Digital Marketing Manager

Recent accomplishments:  
Completed the digital marketing plan 
for the Turner Classic Movie Trivia app, 
a 360-degree approach with all the 
major digital components – billboards, 
social media, digital banners, e-blasts 
and newsletters, and even on-air 
messaging; utilized relationships to 
build a comprehensive plan.

In her words: “UWG will always hold a 
very special place in my heart. It helped 
nurture my spirit, stimulate my mind, as 
well as provide some social outlets that 
all fostered the well-balanced woman 
I am today. From Downs Hall, where I 
met my best friends, to Mass Comm 
Law with Dr. Gibson…ENOUGH SAID. 
For the record, I did make a B on my 
1st Amendment paper! And all the 
fun times organizing events for Black 
Student Alliance and Student Activities 
Council—UWG, in all its awesomeness, 
was exactly where I needed to be!”
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Fellow Alumni,
Excitement is all around the University of West 
Georgia, and it’s going to be a great year!

I begin by welcoming our new UWG President, 
Dr. Kyle Marrero, his wife Jane and their young 
daughter to our UWG family. Dr. Marrero is an 
enthusiastic leader, and I know he will do great things 
for UWG and its alumni.

On September 21, we will honor our inaugural class of 
“30 Under 30,” a group of men and women who have 
excelled in their careers while serving UWG. These young alumni represent our 
best and brightest and are certainly ones to watch. 

During the weekend of October 4 and 5, we will celebrate Homecoming 2013 
and kick things off on Friday night with “Wolves Capture the Square.” Won’t you 
join us? This third annual event is fun for all and is a great opportunity to spend 
time with friends and support the Wolves!

We all know fellow alumni who have blazed trails of career achievement, artistic 
expression and service to UWG and humanity. Will you help us honor them at 
the 2014 Alumni Awards Gala? Visit www.westga.edu/alumni and nominate 
a deserving honoree. Nominations will close on October 15.

In closing, it has been my privilege to lead a wonderful group of volunteers over 
these past two years, and I am grateful for their service and for the wonderful 
opportunity I have been afforded. I wish Greg Benda ’05 well as he becomes 
president of your Alumni Association on October 5. Greg is an authentic leader 
and a loyal servant of our alma mater, and he will do well.

Thank you for all you do for UWG! Let us hear from you at alumni@westga.edu 
and see you on campus. We know the best and brightest “Went West”!

Warmest Regards,

Rob T. Dial ’06
President, Alumni Association

Alumni Networks
Alumni Networks create a community 
for alumni in targeted geographic 
locations. Each network has a 
Facebook page for coordination and 
communication about engagement and 
service opportunities. Current networks 
include Carroll, Cobb, Coweta and 
Gwinnett counties, as well as Atlanta, 
Los Angeles and San Francisco. 

Alumni Awards Gala
Alumni and friends gathered in April to 
celebrate the 2013 award recipients. 
In 2014, the Alumni Association plans 
to partner with athletics to develop 
an event featuring the spring football 
scrimmage, reunions and more 
opportunities. 

For details on these and other events, please visit www.westga.edu/alumni.
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T H E  C O N N E C T I O N 
Name: Kevin Hemphill ’07

Home: Carrollton

Profession: Coordinator of 
Alumni Relations

Recent accomplishments: 
Bachelor of Science degree in 
Geography from UWG, 2007; 
Master of Arts degree in Human 
Services - Student Personnel 
Services in Higher Education 
from Eastern Kentucky 
University, 2010

In his words: “I am excited to 
be ‘Back West’ working for 
the university that provided 
me the best years of my life so 
far! I’m looking forward to the 
contributions I can provide to the 
Alumni Association, the UWG 
Foundation and the university as 
a whole.”
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By Taylor Bryant

“Who won?” is the question most asked 
to an athlete after a game, but for one 
All-Gulf South Conference Second 
Team performer, she’s learned that the 
answer to that sometimes dreaded 
question is almost never what is most 
important. 

Recent UWG graduate Elyse Boileau 
spent much of her four years in college 
competing on the soccer field. It’s no 
coincidence that competition was a 
familiar zone for Elyse as she had spent 
much of her childhood bouncing from 
sport to sport year-round. 

“I was never the type of child who loved 
playing with dolls,” she recalls. “I started 
playing soccer when I was seven years 
old, and from that point I played every 
sport with the word ball—baseball, 
basketball and even volleyball.”

Growing up, Elyse says her parents 
noticed her passion and talent for 
various sports, but soccer was the one 
sport that seemed to cling throughout 
her teenage years.

Faced with choosing a college, it wasn’t 
surprising that her first choice would 
allow her the privilege of playing soccer. 
By the time Elyse reached her senior 
year of high school, moving from her 
hometown in Canada to Carrollton 
seemed like an unusual decision to 
everyone but Elyse. 

“Coming to West Georgia was such a 
long way from home, but I just went for 
it,” she says. 

Arriving on campus as a freshman, 
Elyse was mentally and physically 
prepared to compete on the soccer 
field, but like many students, she had 
no idea what she wanted to 
pursue academically. 

“I changed my major three 
times,” laughs Elyse. “I think I 
was mass communication, 
then speech pathology 
and last was education.”

After finally settling on an academic 
path, life in the athletic world started to 
shift a bit for Elyse. In her senior year of 
soccer, she was elected captain of the 
team where she quickly learned that 
being a good leader meant leading by 
example. 

“You can be a leader who’s giving all the 
orders, but if you’re not putting yourself 
in their position then you’re not setting a 
good precedent for the team,” she says. 

It wasn’t just her coaches who admired 
her drive and leadership skills. Her 
friends also saw an untapped talent, 
which led them to encourage her to try 
out for UWG cross country. 

“Since I had one year left to play any 
sport, it just worked out,” explains 
Elyse. “It was one of those things where 
everything kind of fell into place. I spent 
my summer running and conditioning 
my body as much as possible.”

By fall semester 2012, Elyse’s 
progression from soccer to cross 
country was nothing short of amazing. 
The ability to place as an All-GSC 
Second Team performer in her first 
year of running says it all. She not only 
performed as an athlete, but she made 
the 2012 fall All-Academic Team as well. 

“I really enjoyed all of my soccer 
accomplishments, but my proudest 
moment was being able to run cross 

country,” she says. “As you get older 
it gets difficult to learn new things, so 
just being able to adapt and continue 
learning made me really enjoy how well I 
did running.”

Even as a child, Elyse says she often 
put unbearable pressure on herself to 
win. “My parents would always say it 
wasn’t about winning and at that age I 
didn’t understand that what they were 
saying is true. Over the years, I’ve had to 
constantly remind myself of the saying 
‘don’t look at how far you have to go, 
but look at how far you’ve come.’”

Each year at UWG, Elyse managed to 
beat the odds both academically and 
athletically.

“Every season there is an obstacle you 
face,” says Elyse. “My freshman year, I 
came in as a starter, but by sophomore 
year I wasn’t a starter because the 
seniors played my same position. 
Eventually I was able to prove myself 
and get the starting position back. By 
the time I ran cross country, I really put a 
lot of pressure on myself.”

It’s that exact mindset that made Elyse 
successful on and off the track, on and 
off the soccer field and in and out of 
class. Now as an alumna, Elyse has 
learned that the most important thing 
is not winning, but that you did your 
best—gave it your all—not just in the 
game, but in life. 

Winning Isn’t Everything
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By Matt Cooke

It has been almost 27 years since 
the University of West Georgia 
sponsored a track and field team 
in intercollegiate competition, but 
in the 2013-14 academic year, that 
will change, as UWG will begin 
full competition in women’s track 
and field. 

The team will be a welcome addition 
to the sports currently offered by the 
University of West Georgia athletics 
and will come under the tutelage of 
men’s and women’s cross country 
head coach Tim Brooks and 
assistant coach Heather Estetter.

The Wolves will be competing in all 
running events including the 100m, 
100m hurdles, 200m, 400m, 400m 
hurdles, 800m, 1500m, 3000m 
steeplechase, 
4x100m relay, 
4x400m relay and 
the 5k. For field 
events, UWG will 
compete in the 
long jump, triple 
jump, shot put and 
discus events. 

The Wolves’ 
roster is already 
taking shape with 
approximately 20  
women signed 

up to compete in the 2012–13 
academic year, as UWG fielded a 
non-sponsored team. Most of the 
athletes were walk-ons with the 
exception of the distance runners, 
who already compete as members 
of the UWG women’s cross country 
team.

West Georgia competed in two 
spring meets in 2013 with the first 
being in Atlanta on March 29 at 
Emory University. The following 
weekend, the Wolves participated 
in a Division I level meet at Auburn 
University. The staff is currently 
recruiting athletes for the coming 
spring. Coach Brooks and Coach 
Estetter will train the team through 
the fall and begin with a full schedule 
in the spring of 2014. 

UWG Opens Track and Field
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The Power of Experience
One Family’s Journey Inspires Hope for Others 
By Elizabeth Stone

Life is unpredictable. If we are lucky, 
we encounter people who use their 
life experiences to enhance and help 
others. The University of West Georgia 
has certainly been witness to the power 
of giving from many generous donors, 
and Alex and Susan Roush are no 
exception. 

In 2012, Alex, founder and president of 
Alex Roush Architects, Inc., and Susan, 
a former special education teacher, 
decided to establish the Susan and Alex 
Roush Speech Language Endowment 
Fund. The endowment will go toward 
the advancement of UWG’s Speech and 

Hearing Clinic and students majoring in 
speech language pathology. Under this 
agreement, UWG doesn’t only receive a 
generous donation, but also the support 
of a couple that personally knows the 
advantages that a clinic such as this 
can provide to a family.

Alex and Susan have two children, 
Leigh, 29, and Matthew, 26, both with 
hearing impairments. The Roushes 
first discovered that Leigh was deaf 
when she was one year old. The family, 
living in Carrollton at the time, relied on 
UWG’s Speech and Hearing Clinic for 
guidance, and after seeing the power 
that these services provide in the 
development of a child, the Roushes felt 

it was only appropriate to support the 
place where their journey began. 

“We have seen what the end result can 
be with the right help and involvement,” 
says Alex. “It’s a continual process, but 
it’s a huge difference to have the help 
that is required. We’re fortunate to help 
in any way we can.”

According to Susan, early intervention 
can make all the difference in a child’s 
development. “I feel so strongly that it’s 
really important for parents and their 
babies to get started early,” she says. 
“Research supports that the earlier you 
can intervene, the better the child will be 
in the long run.”
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Alex and Susan hope that the clinic can 
use the endowment to reach out to the 
community to collaborate with other 
organizations. Clinic Director Akilah 
Heggs Davis has the same goal. 

“We would like to do more for 
individuals,” explains Akilah. “We would 
like to expand services by partnering 
with other community organizations 
to really help those individuals who 
experience hearing loss or impairment. 
We want to get outside of the walls of 
the clinic to be able to provide more 
services directly to the community.”

Susan agrees that sometimes the 
most difficult task is being able to find 
organizations and specialists that will 
collaborate. As the clinic continues to 
broaden into the community, it will only 
continue to grow stronger. 

“The more that collaboration can take 
place, the easier it is for families,” 
Susan says. “Professionals can also 
share ideas and information when 
collaborating. There’s a wealth of 
information at UWG and in collaborating 
with the community, the effort will be 
mutually beneficial. There’s a lot of 
potential to make a difference.”

The clinic is continuing to not only 
expand into the community, but it is 
also planning to coordinate more cross-

curriculum services within the university 
for patients. 

“We are starting what is being called 
a comprehensive community clinic, 
where we are collaborating with our 
colleagues in reading, math and 
counseling, in order to really offer more 
curative services,” Akilah says. “For 
instance, children who may have a 
communication disorder that involves 
language will more than likely also 
experience difficulty with reading, 
literacy and even math. We are hoping 
this will provide really comprehensive 
services for the community.”

Additionally, the endowment will 
go toward financial assistance for 
disadvantaged families. “We think it’s 
important to help children and adults 
alike who couldn’t afford the help 
otherwise,” adds Alex. “By helping those 
in need, everyone in the community 
benefits from it.”

The Speech and Hearing Clinic is 
unique in that it serves a wide variety 
of clients, never denying someone due 
to financial inability. “We have a lot of 
clients who are on the lower income 
brackets or have limited insurance,” 
Akilah says. “We don’t turn anyone 
away because of financial reasons and 
I think that makes a huge impact on 

our community. People who otherwise 
would not be able to receive services 
are able to do so.”

The endowment will also fund a variety 
of services including parent workshops, 
which the Roushes whole-heartedly 
endorse as a way to foster community 
and to learn from others who are going 
through the same experiences. 

“Parent training workshops are 
fabulous,” says Susan. “We’ve been 
involved in them for many years, and 
we’ve gone back several times to 
speak and just for the encouragement 
and the community. I think it’s one of 
the number one things that can help a 
parent, by learning from other parents 
and professionals and collaborating 
together. It’s hard to know exactly what 
it’s like until you’ve lived it.”

She reiterates that the community 
of parent workshops is an incredible 
help. “Being able to have a place 
where parents feel comfortable as 
well as informed and reassured is so 
important,” she adds. “Parents need 
the opportunity to interact with other 
parents who are going through the 
same things. We met a lot of our lifelong 
friends that way.”

Alex and Susan are very proud of their 
children, and it’s easy to see why. An 
interior design graduate from Savannah 
College of Art and Design, Leigh works 
full time at Alex Roush Architects, Inc. 
Now married, she and her husband live 
in Atlanta. Matthew, who also has vision 
impairment and development delays, 
uses public transportation to access 
his job at a SunTrust operations center 
near Perimeter Mall. The Roush family 
is a living testament to the power of 
personal experience and a generous 
spirit.

UWG’s Speech and Hearing Clinic is 
open during the fall, spring and summer 
semesters. The hours are Monday 
through Thursday from 9:00 a.m. to 
5:30 p.m. All of the Speech and Hearing 
students are trained in evidence-based 
services and are supervised by certified 
speech language pathologists. 

From left to right: Alex, Leigh, Matthew and Susan

  The UWG Speech and Hearing Clinic is open to people of all ages.
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Name: Ashley Copeland ’14

Home: Atlanta and Sharpsburg

Major: Mass Communications with a 
Minor in Political Science

Recent accomplishments: Editor-
in-Chief of The West Georgian, 
the campus newspaper at UWG; 
2012-2013 recipient of the Toyal 
Jackson Making A Difference 
Award, presented by UWG’s Student 
Government Association; 2013-
2014 Rhubarb Jones Scholarship 
Recipient; Member of the Georgia 
College Press Association and 
currently serves on the GCPA 
Executive Board as the Executive 
Secretary.

In her words: “Making the decision 
to ‘Go West’ was one of the best 
decisions that I could have ever 
made for my future. Since I have 
been at UWG, I have experienced 
some of the greatest moments of 
my life. I am most grateful for the 
wonderful professors, advisors, 
staff, mentors and others that I have 
met along the way during my years 
here at UWG. They have all been 
attributes to my success. I am glad 
to be a part of the UWG family.”
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Investigating Georgia’s Monuments
By Dr. Janet Donohoe  
Professor of Philosophy

Tombs are some of the earliest forms 
of architecture that we recognize. 
Early ancient Egyptian pyramids were 
monuments that indicated a concern 
for the passage of the dead to the 
afterworld, but they also served the 
living in allowing the living to present 
their respect for the dead in hopes 
of being blessed rather than cursed by them. Throughout 
human history, however, the motivations for monuments, the 
meaning of monuments and even the physical placement of 
monuments and graves have changed. Today, monuments 
and memorials are most often built for soldiers who have 
died in war, prominent national figures, literary and scientific 
heroes, or to mark places of tragedy. On the surface, they are 
built for the purposes of preserving such events and persons 
in the memory of a community or nation. They play a role in 
the transference of traditions across generations, and they 
reveal a world of the past to the present. 

But monuments do not reveal that past in an uncomplicated 
or unified way. Each monument has its particular history, its 
particular place from which to tell the story of that past. And 
each generation interprets that history and that monument 
differently. The monuments, while perhaps attempting to 
stave off time by being made of stone or marble, are always 
caught up within the time of those who come to experience 
them. So, while they contribute physically to the world, 
monuments also make less concrete, but still important, 
contributions in making human beings mindful of themselves 
and their relationships to their communities. 

When we pay attention to them, monuments disrupt our 
familiarity with the world around us. They interrupt our 
everyday routine and project us into a world of the past, 
asking us to consider what our community was, what it 
valued and how it has changed. In interrupting the daily 
routine, monuments also point us toward the future and 
help us to either recommit ourselves to the values captured 
in stone or revaluate the monument itself and our values. In 
either case, they connect us to the community with which we 
share the monument and the public space it occupies as well 
as with those of the past who are remembered. As reminders 
of the dead, they can also cause us to be mindful of what has 
been overcome and what repression marks our past. Many 
of the monuments at Andersonville, Georgia, for instance, 
have much the same role in serving as reminders of those 
who died, but also in making us mindful of the horrors that 
can happen if we are not attentive to our past and our culture. 

Monuments can cause us to question our history and our 
ideals as much as they can cause us to take pride in them.

In evoking a shared history, the monument is a place where 
collective memory can be reflected upon. For those of 
another generation who did not experience the civil rights 
movement within their own personal history, The Civil 
Rights Memorial in Albany, Georgia, is a place where the 
intensification of collective memory provides for the passing 
along of the importance and meaning of those events. At the 
same time, if we recognize the variety of perspectives that 
can be had in the experience of a monument, we realize that 
a monument resists allowing a viewer to come away with 
an answer for what “they mean” in building the monument. 
Instead, it provokes the viewer to contemplate and consider 
himself or herself, while not allowing him or her to be front and 
center of this reflection. Reflections on history, on tradition, on 
community, on death, these types of reflections are entailed 
in the interruption of the everyday through the monument. The 
study of monuments and their contributions to public space 
makes such reflections possible.

HOT TOPIC

Andersonville, September 2012
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Dr. Janet Donohoe
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By Matt Cooke

UWG student-athletes had a record-setting academic year in the classroom for 
2012-2013. Those record numbers increased when three UWG performers were 
named to the 2013 Gulf South Conference Spring All-Academic Team.

Baseball standout Blake McLemore, softball stalwart Megan Garcia, and golf 
mainstay Kevin Clarke were selected for the honor. Sports information directors 
and faculty athletic representatives from each league university chose the team.

Each student-athlete was nominated 
for the team based on a combination of 
athletic achievement, classroom success 
and other factors, such as leadership, 
community service and extracurricular 
activities. Academically, the athlete must 
have maintained a minimum grade point 
average of 3.2 for their collegiate career. 
Freshmen and first semester transfers 
were not eligible for nomination.

Blake was the top offensive performer 
for UWG’s 2013 baseball team. A senior 
infielder, he started games at each of the 
four infield positions during the season, 
and he won the Wolves’ team batting title 
with an average of .331. In the classroom, 
the Fortson, Georgia, native earned his 
management degree with a GPA of 3.89.

Megan was a four-year starter for UWG’s 
softball team. This season, the senior 
from Woodstock, Georgia, batted .258 
while serving as the Wolves’ primary 
center fielder. She also boasted a 3.63 
GPA while majoring in political science.

Kevin, a sophomore from Midlothian, 
Virginia, is majoring in sport management 
and has a 3.35 GPA. On the course, 
he was a consistent contributor for the 
Wolves, capping his season in the GSC 
Championship by earning a berth on the 
All-Tournament Team.

The selections of these three athletes 
capped a record year of classroom 
achievement at West Georgia. A record 
total of 14 UWG student-athletes earned 
spots on GSC All-Academic Teams 
throughout the school year.

Beyond the trio of all-academic honorees, 
UWG also had 27 student-athletes earn 
spots on the GSC Academic Honor 
Roll. This raises the season total of West 
Georgia players earning this honor to 94, 
an increase of 11 from last year’s record 
total of 83 honor roll performers.

UWG Athletes Earn Academic Honors

Kevin Clarke

Megan Garcia

Blake McLemore
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When Duty Calls:
UWG Professor Travels to Israel for Terrorism Studies
By Taylor Bryant

Born with an innate passion for rules, 
order and civility, UWG Professor and 
Chair of the Criminology Department 
Dr. David Jenks recently put those 
talents to great use. In April, he was 
named an Academic Fellow for 2013-14 
by the Foundation for the Defense of 
Democracies. The fellowship awarded 
him a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 
to travel to Israel in June 2013 for an 
intensive course in terrorism studies 
and, in particular, how democracies can 
defeat the worldwide terrorist threat. 

“Some of the people we studied with 
are the leading terrorism experts in the 
world,” he explains. “I was really eager 
to hear what was said.”

His keen interest in worldwide terrorism 
prompted him to first apply for the 
fellowship while working as the UWG 
director of graduate studies. He 
later became the founding chair of 
criminology at UWG, and that was when 
he got a call from the Foundation for the 
Defense of Democracies encouraging 
him to reapply for the fellowship. 

With a well-rounded career in criminal 
justice, training and teaching, this 
opportunity could not have come at a 
better time for Dr. Jenks. He reapplied 
and accepted the offer as an Academic 
Fellow. 

Dr. Jenks started his career in law 
enforcement as a police officer with 
the Los Angeles Police Department. 

He later began working as the director 
of youth and gang violence specialist 
training and director of law enforcement 
leadership programs in California, 
where he also taught courses in criminal 
justice at California State University. 
It wasn’t until after the September 11, 
2001, terrorist attack on the U.S that his 
role in law enforcement evolved into a 
focus on the study of terrorism. 

“After 9/11 we went on high alert for 
what seemed like an eternity,” he says. 
“There were even former students of 
mine who were on the bomb squad that 
was sent to Iraq, and many of us didn’t 
even know something like that could 
happen.”

Suddenly, for Dr. Jenks, a career in 
law enforcement management and 
operations became a career defending 
against terrorist threats. This shift in 
roles forced him to become more 
involved in the study of terrorism 
and seek out opportunities like the 
FDD fellowship to obtain applicable 
knowledge for his students. 

“I was able to gain a much broader 
perspective of some of the issues they 
deal with in Israel on a regular basis 
and see how that relates back to U.S. 
policy,” he says. “This fellowship gave 
me the opportunity to get a first-hand 
perspective, which we don’t always get 
an opportunity to hear in America.”

Dr. Jenks’ first trip to Israel through 
the FDD Academic Fellows program 
was a 10-day learning experience for 
U.S.-based teaching and research 
professionals. It provided him with 
cutting edge information about 
defeating terrorist groups. 

“I am honored to be chosen for this 
prestigious award,” he says. “I have 
no doubt that studying terrorism in 
Israel will certainly benefit me in ways I 
cannot fully understand.”

Dr. Jenks also says he is certain that 
this experience will be extremely 
beneficial for him as a criminology 
professor. 

“It’s a very popular topic, not only 
because it affects our lives, but there 
are a lot of career opportunities in 
homeland security, and that is what 
many of our students desire to do,” he 
adds. “I am beyond eager to integrate 
my experience in Israel into the 
classroom for the students.”  

The 2013 program, conducted at Tel 
Aviv University, included lectures by 
academics, military and intelligence 
officials, and diplomats from Israel, 
Jordan, India and the United States. 
It also included hands-on experience 
through visits to police, customs and 
immigration facilities, military bases and 

border zones to learn the practical side 
of deterring and defeating terrorists.

“I think students in our field relate really 
well to firsthand experience,” says Dr. 
Jenks. “They enjoy learning from those 
who go out and actually experience the 
field and bring it back to the classroom, 
so going to Israel definitely gave me a 
much richer experience to offer to the 
students as a whole.”

He knew that traveling to Israel for the 
first time was the perfect way to learn 
about terrorism because of their long 
history of dealing with it face-to-face. 

“It’s right on their door step,” he 
explains. “It’s literally a day-to-day 
reoccurring issue for them, so to see 
how they deal with those issues was 
fascinating.” 

Surprisingly, even in a country where 
terrorist attacks are becoming more 
common, Dr. Jenks believes that 
America is comparably still the safest 
country. 

“We don’t have to think about terrorism 
every day because we have someone 
doing it for us,” he says. “That, in large 
part, is due to the officials and trained 
individuals who protect our country.”

While safety in America can be 
comforting, it doesn’t guarantee 
that terrorism will see an end soon. 
Dr. Jenks thinks that the research and 
study of terrorism is necessary for a 
world that will more than likely continue 
to see terrorism over the next five to 
10 years.

“It is a continuing fight,” warns Dr. 
Jenks. “This is nothing that will go away 
anytime soon. The areas that we focus 
on for safety may change, but the idea 
of terrorism is probably an issue that 
we will have to deal with for the rest 
of our lives. It’s not something that will 
dissipate in the near future, but it is 
something that we can work toward. 
It’s not that peace is impossible, but 
it takes a lot more time than we will 
probably get to see in our lifetime.”

Left, Dr. David Jenks at the Qalandia checkpoint – a village between Jerusalem and Ramallah in the West 
Bank. At right is a view of Jerusalem.
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Get a Clue. Go West for Homecoming.
Friday and Saturday, October 4-5
There won’t be any mystery about the fun and connections related to this fall tradition, 
which started in 1981 when football was reinstated at West Georgia. 

“Wolves Capture the Square” returns to downtown Carrollton on Friday evening starting 
at 7 p.m, with all activities including the 
pep rally and spirit contest, as well as a 
“back by popular demand” performance 
by the Velcro Pygmies. The band takes 
the stage at The Amphitheater on 
Bradley Street at 8 p.m. 

“Alumni and friends are encouraged to 
arrive early and enjoy a fabulous dinner 
with friends at one of many restaurants 
located on Adamson Square,” says Frank 
Pritchett, director of alumni relations and 
annual giving.
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Alumni Association  
President Rob Dial agrees.

“This is the fourth year for this event  
and it continues to get better,” he says. 
“We are very grateful for our wonderful alumni 
volunteers and friends who help the professional 
staff coordinate and execute Homecoming  
and other activities.” 

Saturday kicks off with the 
president’s breakfast and parade 
followed by tailgating, football 
and reunions. For complete 
details and to make reservations, 
visit the UWG Alumni website at 
www.westga.edu/homecoming.
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Please visit: www.westga.edu/alumni

UWG Alumni Association Announces Inaugural 30 Under 30

Jose Avila-Kelly ’05
Atlanta, GA
Studio Operator, CNN
BA Mass Communications
BBA Management

Craig Coogler ’07
Atlanta, GA
Business Development/Sales 
Representative, DJJ Technologies
BA Psychology

Emma Dobbs ’09
Atlanta, GA
Owner and Photographer, 
Emma Elaine Photography
BFA Art

Rich Eells, II ’10
Atlanta, GA
Senior Analyst, Information Technology, 
Atlanta Gastroenterology Associates, LLC
BBA in MIS

LaToya Goulbourne ’11
Atlanta, GA
Administrative Assistant, 
Potter Behavioral Medicine
BA Psychology

Matthew Holton ’06
Atlanta, GA
Finance Executive, Accenture
BBA Finance

Robert Millican ’06
Atlanta, GA
Branch Manager, 
Access America Transport
BBA MIS

Wes Kirkbride ’07
Atlanta, GA
Academic Advisor for the 
Computational Media Program, 
Georgia Institute of Technology
BA Psychology
Masters of Education in Progress

Casey Nichols ’06
Atlanta, GA
Photojournalist, WSB-TV
BA Mass Communications

Amberly Coley Odom ’09
Atlanta, GA
Owner and Creative Designer, 
Wrenwood Designs
Marketing Director, Funeral Call
BBA Management

Colleen Farley ’06
Carrollton, GA
Assistant Principal, Bowdon Elementary 
School, Carroll County Schools
BA History
MED Educational Leadership

Carla Maner Duncan ’09
Carrollton, GA
Owner, The Nest
BBA Marketing

Nichole Dyer Fannin ’05
Carrollton, GA
Associate Director of Development, 
University of West Georgia
BA Political Science
MPA Public Administration

Melinda Bellemare Hofius ’07
Carrollton, GA
Coordinator of Orientation, 
University of West Georgia
BA Mass Communications

Jessica Reynolds-Wiggins ’07
Carrollton, GA
Communications and Training 
Coordinator, Office of Downtown 
Development, Georgia Department of 
Community Affairs
BFA Art

Josh Stewart ’06
Carrollton, GA
Assistant Director of Facilities and Event 
Management, University of West Georgia
BSR Parks and Recreation Management

Lacey Smith Wilson ’06
Chickamauga, GA
Public Relations Coordinator, 
Blood Assurance
BA Mass Communications

Lauren Daigle Camp ’06
Dallas, GA
Teacher, Hiram Elementary, 
Paulding County Schools 
BSED Early Childhood Education

Kyler Gamble Hembree ’11
Dallas, GA
Art teacher, 
South Paulding Middle School
BFA Art

Jacob Hawkins ’06
Decatur, GA
Media Relations Manager, 
Georgia Power Company
BA Mass Communications

Beth Walsh ’11
Douglasville, GA
Account Executive, Atlanta Dream
BS Sport Management

Christina Figueroa ’05
Harker Heights, TX
Associate Veterinarian, 
Killeen Veterinary Clinic
BS Biology
DVM

Matias Marabotto ’09
Lawrenceville, GA
Technical Account Manager for Gwinnett 
County School System, Desire2Learn
BBA MIS

Chris LaMance ’10
Moody, AL
Quality Analysis Project Leader,  
Acura MDX Team, Honda
BBA Management

Blair Hooper Elrod ’11
Rockmart, GA
Corporate Account Executive, 
Six Flags Atlanta Properties
BS Sports Management

Jenni Caruso ’07
Roswell, GA
Clinician, Northside Psychological 
Services
BA Psychology
MED Guidance Counseling

Chris Sink ’08
Sharpsburg, GA
Associate Director of Bands, Northgate 
High School, Coweta County Schools
BM Music Education

David Collings ’09
Villa Rica, GA
Owner and Lead Instructor, 5-Tools 
Sports Training Center
BBA Business Marketing
MBA Business Administration

Kyle Newton ’11
Villa Rica, GA
Deputy Director of Governmental Affairs, 
Georgia Department of Education
BS Political Science

Brittany Jorge ’10
Woodstock, GA
Community Director, March of Dimes
BA History

The University of West Georgia Alumni Association has 
announced the first top 30 Under 30 list for 2013. The 
nomination process for the 2013 list was completed on 
March 15, 2013. 

From teachers and veterinarians to artists and entrepreneurs, 
the 2013 30 Under 30 list showcases a promising and 
already successful group of UWG alumni. Those nominated 
and chosen must meet several criteria. First, they must have 
earned an undergraduate degree from the University of West 
Georgia and must be 30 years old or younger as of March 
15, 2013. The nominees must have made a documentable 
impact in business, education, leadership, government, 
research, service or other area, while also demonstrating 

dedication to the University of West Georgia and its mission 
of teaching, research and service. In short, the list represents 
the very best of UWG graduates. “The work the Young Alumni 
Council has done in the launch year of 30 Under 30 has 
been phenomenal,” explains Kevin Hemphill ’07, coordinator 
of alumni relations. “The task that the YAC Awards and 
Nominations Committee faced of selecting just 30 alumni out 
of more than 50 nominations to receive this recognition was 
a daunting one, but they met and exceeded the challenge. 
Congratulations to the inaugural class.”

Of the 30 alumni listed, ten are currently working in the Atlanta 
area. The 2013 University of West Georgia 30 Under 30 list 
includes the following:
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Perspective Goes Digital
By Julie Lineback

The University of West Georgia now 
has a single source for news, features, 
photos, videos and more. University 
Communications and Marketing recently 
launched Perspective Online, a hub of 
information for everything West.

Visitors to www.uwgperspective.com will 
be able to browse a variety of sections 
including ones dedicated to alumni, 
giving, athletics, and each college 
and school. These webpages not only 
reflect up-to-date headlines, but they 
also include profiles and blogs that are 
updated regularly. 

“The launch of Perspective Online is a 
natural extension of the Go West brand 
initiative,” says Jami Bower, assistant 

vice president of UCM. “This engaging 
digital platform provides an everyday 
channel for connecting and interacting 
with valued UWG constituencies – from 
alumni and supporters, to parents, 
community partners and our own 
outstanding faculty and staff.”

Also included on the site is an “Around 
UWG” webpage that focuses on general 
information and events. “Your West” 
provides users with several interactive 
opportunities including a poll, a chance 
to share your story and a “Letters to the 
Editor” section. 

The new site also enhances a popular 
feature of the printed Perspective 
biannual publication. “Class Notes,” 
a section that allows alumni to keep 

up-to-date with the happenings of their 
classmates, will now be updated on a 
more frequent basis. Submitting a note is 
as easy as the click of a button. Alumni 
will also be able to upload photos using 
the university’s new Flickr site.

Fans of the printed version can flip 
through the most current issue via the 
site’s “E-dition” page. The layout is 
identical to the printed version and uses 
software that adds animation, giving the 
appearance of a turning page.

“It’s the ideal adjunct to our biannual 
magazine for sharing success stories 
and generating awareness of all the 
great things going on at UWG,” Jami 
concludes.

UWG Alum Joins LaGrange Museum of Art
By Jessyca Chapman 

UWG alumna Sara “Sallie” Estes Keith 
was recently selected to be the new 
education director at the LaGrange 
Art Museum. With more than 29 years 
of teaching experience, including time 
as adjunct professor of art at UWG, 
she will now manage the museum’s 
arts education and outreach initiatives 
including the Troup County School 
System partnership “Our Town: Art, 
Textile & Science” and the Community 
Youth Art League. She will also oversee 
the teaching staff at the museum. 

Sallie, who credits her mom with her 
decision to pursue art, graduated from 
UWG in 1977 with a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in art education, and in 1988 
graduated with a master’s degree in early 
childhood education from LaGrange 
College. In 2002, she received her 
National Board Certification as an early 
and middle childhood art teacher. She 
is certified through university level as a 
visual arts specialist and as a teacher/
administrator trainer in arts integration.

Sallie was named Teacher of the Year 
in 1996 at West Side Magnet School 
where she served as visual arts 
specialist. From 1996–1998, she was 
also a member of the Georgia Quality 
Core Curriculum Revision Writing 
Team. She received leadership training 
in curriculum reform from 1996–2001 
through the Transforming Education 
Through the Arts Challenge Initiative of 
the Walter H. Annenberg Foundation 
and the J. Paul Getty Trust. Sallie most 
recently taught visual arts at Troup 
High School. 

For 10 years, Sallie trained at the 
Southeast Center for Education in the 
Arts, which partnered with the Hunter 
Museum of Art at the University of 
Tennessee at Chattanooga. She was 
a facilitator at the Summer Institute for 
four years, and she served one year as 
interim visual art director for the center. 

Sallie’s outstanding resume, extensive 
training and proven experience promise 
to bring growth and excitement to the 
LaGrange Museum of Art.



Following President Irvine S. Ingram’s 
retirement in 1960, West Georgia 
College had a quick succession of two 
presidents. In 1946, Dr. William H. Row, 
a Kansas native, came to WGC as chair 
of the Language, Literature and Arts 
Division after teaching education classes 
at Emory. He was administrative dean 
at WGC for a decade when he was 
promoted to president in the fall of 1960. 
Sadly, Dr. Row, 54, died nine months 
later due to illness. In 1962, male dorm 
Row Hall was named for him.

Ingram served as interim president until 
Dr. James E. Boyd was hired for the 
1961-1962 academic year. Dr. Boyd, 
the Georgia Tech physics professor 
responsible for developing the nuclear 
engineering program, taught at WGC 
when it opened in 1933. As president, 
he saw tremendous building growth 

including the Academic Quad and multiple 
dormitories, as well as enrollment growth 
from 1,100 to 5,500 students. Program 
offerings grew from five to 45 in his nine-
year presidency. Boyd Hall, housing the 
math and physics programs, was named 
for him after his death in 1998.

During his tenure, the Kennedy Chapel 
was moved to campus as a gift from the 
Catholic Church. In 1964, it was dedicated 
as an interfaith chapel in memory of U.S. 
President Kennedy. Kennedy’s brother, 
U.S. Attorney General Robert Kennedy, 
came to campus with his wife, Ethel, to 
attend the dedication. Dr. Boyd and his 
wife, Elizabeth, hosted the Kennedys at 
their home, now the Alumni House. 

Dr. Boyd left WGC to work briefly for the 
University System of Georgia and then 
served as interim president of Georgia 
Tech before retiring in Carrollton in 1972.

HISTORY CORNER
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Name: Dr. Farooq A. Khan

Home: Douglasville

Profession: Professor of Chemistry 
and Dean of the College of Science 
and Mathematics (current); Chair of the 
Department of Chemistry (2000-2004); 
Interim Chair of the Department of Political 
Science and Planning (2006-2007); 
Director of the Center for Teaching and 
Learning (2004-2009)

Recent accomplishments: Successful, 
externally-funded, collaborative efforts 
with colleagues in the Departments 
of Chemistry and Biology that have 
established a research and instructional 
infrastructure that introduces students 
to the state-of-the-art in a variety of 
spectroscopies

In his words: “As a faculty member for 
19 years, I have particularly enjoyed two 
aspects of my work. First, to provide 
undergraduate students with research 
opportunities that prepare them well for the 
next stage in their career, whether industry, 
government laboratories or graduate and 
professional schools; second, to approach 
instruction in chemistry in a manner that 
transcends disciplinary boundaries with 
sister sciences, and to connect content 
pertaining to natural phenomena with 
human impact and where possible, with 
public policy.”

By Suzanne Durham, Head of Special Collections
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Ahead of the Curve
Creating the Competitive Advantage for UWG Students
By Elizabeth Stone

The University of West Georgia Richards College of Business 
is working to ensure that its students have every advantage 
possible when entering the work force. 

In March 2013, the UWG Economics Department introduced 
a new certificate program that offers students a chance to 
learn how to utilize data analysis tools and systems from the 
SAS Institute. The announcement was made at the Inaugural 
SAS Day, an event that creates opportunities for business 
students to network with professionals and provides them 
with career options available in analytics.

SAS, the world’s largest 
analytic software 
company, is used by 
more than 95 percent of 
Fortune 500 companies. 
UWG’s SAS certificate 
program is one of only 
eight in the nation, and 
it is the only one in 
existence that focuses 
on Econometrics and 
Business Analytics. 
UWG is planning to 
continue SAS Day as an 
annual event.

Companies dealing 
with big data face the 
problem of filtering 

through large amounts of information and determining what is 
considered valuable and what is not. Many companies, such 
as the New York Stock Exchange, Walmart and Target, are 
now retrieving this data in real-time, creating the issue of data 
accumulating very quickly. SAS analyzes this data easily. 

Dr. Joey Smith, UWG’s director of the Center for Business 
and Economic Research, explained the advantages of 
the certificate program and how it will equip students 
with the ability to successfully analyze big data. “We are 
trying to give our students at West Georgia a competitive 
advantage,” he says. “In the marketplace today, there are a 
lot of different skills 
that are required. 
These [SAS Skills] 
are skills that are 

going to differentiate our students from other students. 
These are going to be undergraduate students that have SAS 
experience when they walk into a workplace.”

The keynote speaker for the event, Dr. Kenneth Sanford, 
SAS econometric evangelist for advanced analytics, proved 
that those who have training in SAS have a considerable 
advantage over those who do not. “According to Payscale.
com, there is a 17 percent premium on those with SAS skills 
as compared to those without SAS skills,” he explains. 

Select students were asked to present and display various 
analytic research projects during SAS Day. Dr. Smith noted 
that the research projects covered a broad variety of topics, 
including data analysis for hospital emergency rooms, Super 
PAC spending and how it influences government, the housing 
market, crime patterns, sports and immigration. “We are 
trying to move beyond just doing business as usual,” adds Dr. 
Smith. “Our students are being creative.”

SAS Day also featured a panel discussion with business 
professionals including David Johnson, UWG alumnus and a 
partner at Cane Bay Partners VI, LLLP. In 2011, he endowed 
the David A. Johnson Applied Econometrics and Analytics 
Fund at UWG, which provided the financial resources to the 
Richards College of Business and Department of Economics 
to begin offering courses in Econometrics and Business 
Analytics using SAS statistical software. Because of the 
program’s incredible success, he has pledged to make an 
additional donation.

David reiterated that these skills don’t only apply to 
economics related businesses, and that the students in the 
program will have an incredible advantage in the job market. 

“It’s my opinion that virtually every business could benefit 
from some application of statistics or analytics,” he says. 
“There are more employers looking for people with these 
types of skills than there are candidates coming out of the 
various schools in the state of Georgia and in the region. 
I have already been in correspondence with some of the 
students who I met at SAS day, and a number of them have 
already been offered excellent positions.”

With David’s help, UWG is differentiating its students as the 
most sought after candidates in the workplace.

David Johnson

Dr. Joey Smith offers 
advice and students 

network with professionals 
at inaugural SAS Day.



UWG Alumni Turn Dreams of Storytelling

For film director Sean Patrick Crowell ’91, filmmaking has 
been a dream since childhood. 

“It wasn’t until I had the opportunity to work on my first nature 
documentary, ‘The Spirit of Yosemite’ with David Vassar, that 
I realized my skills in a film could actually make a particular 
documentary better,” says Sean. “That was 13 years ago, 
and it’s still the greatest moment in my career.”

With projects to the likes of “Unsolved Mysteries,” “Scrubs” 
and the “Hangover” trilogy lining his résumé, Sean has always 
maintained a passion to tell stories through documentaries. 

He recently completed his second documentary “Grounded,” a 
story about two brothers from Pittsburgh who were marijuana 
smugglers during the 1970s. Ironically, the brothers, Jimmy and 
Terry Dougherty, happen to be Sean’s uncles. 

“I remember growing up and often hearing stories about my 
uncles smuggling drugs, so I thought it would be a great 
story to tell,” he says.

While smuggling, Jimmy worked the ground crew, and 
Terry was the pilot whose aviation skills helped expand the 
smuggling operation beyond 
their wildest dream. 

After interviewing his uncles 
for a month, Sean realized 
that he needed more details 
to turn the story into a great 
documentary, so he began 
researching until he located 
the FBI and ABI (Alabama) 
agents who worked on his 
uncles’ case. 

“Of course they had a lot of 
concern in helping me with 
this project,” he laughs. “They 
even did a background check 
on me. Eventually, I gained 
their trust, and we had a 
great time together during the 
interviews.

It really meant a great deal to me that they would put aside 
their apprehensions and allow me to tell their story—their 
truth—through this documentary.”

Breaking down the walls of communication allowed Sean 
to document the smuggling adventures of Jimmy and Terry 
from as far as the farmer’s fields of rural Florida and Alabama 
to the dirt runways of Colombia. 

Even today, Sean credits UWG for his ability to communicate 
so freely as a film director. 

“Unlike my friends at other colleges, I would often ask 
questions to my professors over lunch,” he explains. “By the 
time I started working in the film business, I was never afraid 
to ask questions, and that’s because of the nurturing culture 
West Georgia offered to me.” 

Sean’s advice to students interested in the film industry is to 
expect to work hard, prepare to prove yourself and love what 
you do. 

“Someone may open the door for you to get in, but it’s up to 
you to make sure you stay there and succeed,” he says.
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By Taylor Bryant

It’s not every day that someone gets an opportunity to pursue that one dream they’ve had for as long as they can 
remember. If that dream is to become a director or producer in the film industry, success is often a rarity. However, 
two UWG alumni have reached beyond the stars to make their dreams of working in film a reality. 

“GROUNDED,” FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
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THE INNOVATIVE STORYTELLER
UWG alum Michael Greene ’71 is using his passion for media, 
entertainment and fine arts to produce his documentary, 
“Girls in the Band.” The film tells the untold stories of female 
jazz and big band instrumentalists, and their fascinating, 
groundbreaking journeys from the late ’30s to present day.

“I realized that this was an unknown slice of America’s 
musical legacy, a story with the possibilities of not only 
changing the historical narrative of jazz, big bands and 
instrumentalists, but equally importantly an untold story of 
courage, starkly set against the onerous backdrop of racism 
and sexism,” says Michael. 

The New York Times called the documentary “Everything 
a worthwhile documentary should be, and then some: 
engaging, informative, thorough and brimming with delightful 
characters.”

The story also highlights the diminished opportunities that 
talented women endured for decades while trying to break 
down barriers in the band sector. The documentary offers an 
in-depth journey of female band members from the 1940s 
through the current day. Filled with live footage and still 
photos of the featured females, the film paints a vivid picture 
of the discrimination and exploitation female instrumentalists 
endured for many decades. 

Regardless of race or nationality, these ladies all shared a 
love for music that often brought them together like they had 
never experienced before. The documentary captures the 
unspoken bond of female musicians like Melba Liston, Cora 
Bryant, Billie Rogers, Jay Cayler and Lil Armstrong, the ex-
wife of Louis Armstrong, who died while performing a tribute 
for Louis. 

“When a long-time friend of mine, Judy Chaikin, first brought 
me a few pictures of all-female big bands of the ’40s, many of 
them African Americans, I was simultaneously intrigued and 
dumbfounded,” he says. “I stared at the pictures for a week.” 

That’s because Michael’s connection with music started well 
before those photos; it began as a young child when he often 
spent time with his father, a big band leader. 

“Finding videos and musical performances featuring Melba 
and Lil was like searching for hen’s teeth,” Michael says. “It 
was years of turning over every institutional and archival rock 
you can imagine. These media assets were crucial, and the 
project just could not move forward without them.”

After months of phone calls, Michael’s film crew was able to 
locate two of the original sweethearts of rhythm to start the 
interviewing process. Spending several months conducting 
interview after interview, each story shed light on additional 
band members. 

“That process took the better part of a year, and as the 
interviews started to trickle back to my office, I was stunned, 
moved and brought to tears almost daily,” he says. 

After he finished the film about the women of the ’40s, his 
crew turned their attention to the ’50s through the current 
day. 

“That decision was a commitment to ensure that the ‘Girls in 
the Band’ was the definitive look at women instrumentalists 
and ensembles… that was eight years ago,” adds Michael. 

Today, Michael is not only a film producer, but he is also 
the founder and president/CEO of Artist Tribe, an arts 
and technology innovation enterprise which houses 
seven operating divisions serving the creative and cultural 
communities at large. 

Among several career accomplishments as a producer, 
songwriter and recording artist, Michael served as the 
president/CEO of the National Academy of Recording Arts 
and Sciences (Grammys) for 14 years. 

Last year, he took the film on the road to various film 
festivals and returned with several awards. Michael says he’s 
determined to make the film available in theaters and schools, 
and is hoping for a nationwide distribution in 2013. 

Into Riveting Documentaries

Official poster for “Grounded’

Michael Greene
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If you are a UWG 
alumni with a recently 
published book, we’d 
love to feature you in 
Book Notes. Contact 
Elizabeth Stone at 
estone@westga.edu.

During her 33-year career at 
Southern Company, a Fortune 
500 utility company, Becky 
Blalock rose to become CIO in a 
traditionally male industry. Now 
she offers her own hard-won advice, 
as well as that of 28 top female 
executives, to show all aspiring 
women how to dare to reach the 
highest tier of leadership and 
C-suite positions. DARE includes 
advice and mentoring lessons from 
top women business leaders 
such as Anna Maria Chávez, CEO 
of the Girl Scouts of the USA; 
Kat Cole, President of Cinnabon; 
Carol Tomé, CFO of Home Depot; Dr. 
Beverly Tatum, President of Spelman 
College; and Jeanette Horan, CIO 
of IBM, among many others. DARE 
is a must-read guide for women 
everywhere, at every level, striving to 
develop the character, skills and 
relationships that deliver greater 
success in the workplace. 

1

  Phillip David Lindsey ’94

Echo of Deceit1 2Becky Blalock ’78

DARE

2Echo of Deceit is the continuing 
adventures of Derek Lancy as he 
works to prove that a young lady 
sentenced to 30 years in prison over 
almost 50 years ago was wrongly 
charged in the case. Derek digs 
though the echoes of years past and 
soon uncovers numerous layers of 
deceit. Along the way, Derek gets 
side tracked by murder, drug deals 
and kidnapping. This is a gripping 
story of mystery that will hook the 
reader early and keep them guessing 
until the final word.

 

3 Dr. Neal Lester ’81

Sapphire’s Literary 
Breakthrough

3This thoughtful collection explores 
the writing of provocative poet, author 
and performance artist Sapphire. Like 
James Baldwin, Toni Morrison, Alice 
Walker and other important writers, 
Sapphire challenges narratives 
that limit human imagination and 
possibility. PUSH and its award-
winning film adaptation Precious 
have sparked national debate about 
the intentions and responsibilities 
of black literature and cinema. 
Sapphire’s Literary Breakthrough 
enlists new and established scholarly 
voices to elucidate Sapphire’s social 
justice concerns and to locate her 
contributions within larger African 
American literary traditions and 
cultural landscapes.
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Jekyll Journey: A Family Guide to 
Georgia’s Jewel is a fascinating, fun-
filled book that ventures far beyond 
the Jekyll Island experienced by 
most visitors. Written with families 
and learning in mind, Jekyll Journey 
is equally valuable to adult visitors. 
Whether you are visiting Jekyll for 
the first time or the fifteenth, a new 
understanding and appreciation of 
the island awaits with Jekyll Journey 
as your guide. Complete with cross-
curricular activities for a wide range 
of ages, Jekyll Journey makes island 
exploration educational and fun at the 
same time.

Butler’s upcoming book, Hidden 
Treasures: Exploring a Southern 
Barrier Island, is a picture book for 
younger children that will introduce 
the three ecosystems of coastal 
barrier islands in Georgia, North 
Carolina and South Carolina.

4 Dr. Jody Talley Butler ’79 ’82

Jekyll Journey: A Family 
Guide to Georgia’s Jewel

4

The EAST VILLAGE housing and 
dining project was completed in 
summer 2013 
and ready 
to welcome 
students in the 
fall semester.

WHAT’S NEW AT UWG?

The 2013 SPRING COMMENCEMENT included over 1,000 graduates, 
making it the largest recorded ceremony in UWG history.

DR. ALICIA CAUDILL was recently named UWG’s new dean of students 
and associate vice president for student life, a restructured position 
within the Division of Student Affairs and Enrollment Management that 
replaces the title of chief judicial officer. 

Recent UWG graduate Justin Dunbar ’13 won the 2013 AJC 
PEACHTREE ROAD RACE T-SHIRT DESIGN CONTEST. 
This year, four of the five finalists were UWG students, 
making this the 4th consecutive year that designs by UWG 
students have been selected for the contest. 

UWG welcomed an impressive 
roster of musicians to the 2013 
SPRING CONCERT stage. The 
line-up included Neon Trees, 
American Idol Season 11 Winner 
Phillip Phillips, and special guest 
twenty one pilots. 

The Georgia Board of Regents 
named Dr. Beheruz N. Sethna, 
immediate past 
president of UWG, 
a REGENTS’ 
PROFESSOR OF 
MARKETING. 

In April 2013, the University System Board of Regents approved the 
renaming of the University of West Georgia’s Honors House to honor the 
late DR. DONALD R. WAGNER, the first dean of UWG’s Honors College 
and professor emeritus at UWG. 

The Richards College of Business is now offering the SOUTHWIRE 
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS HONORS PROGRAM that allows students 
to complete undergraduate business studies and earn MBA degrees 
in four years with a focus on sustained financial stability balanced with 
environmental and social responsibility.

UWG’s new 
SCHOOL OF 
NURSING 
building is now 
complete. Stop 

by and visit the new state-of-
the-art facility located next to 
the University Bookstore.
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’40s
Edna Pace Huey ’44 ’58 ’71 (general, BSED and 
MED elementary education) and husband Johnnie 
celebrated their 65th wedding anniversary on 
campus in the Z-6 building with over 250 friends 
and family on April 7, hosted by their son Chuck. 
They were married on April 2, 1948. Johnnie is 
the recipient of the Honorary Alumnus Award 
presented to him on April 15, 2011. Edna and 
Johnnie are very active in alumni events and 
activities, as well as in the Carroll County 
community. Furthermore, in 2009, the Johnnie B. 
and Edna P. Huey Scholarship became endowed 
with the University of West Georgia Foundation, 
Inc. The endowment was established to provide 
assistance with a priority to a Bowdon resident, 
pursuing a graduate degree in the College of 
Education, and was awarded for the first time this 
year. 

’50s
Jim Hope ’51 (general) completed graduate 
school at the age of 60 at Brenau University with 
an MBA in 1992. He attended at night in the 

co-ed division in Norcross. Jim was amazed how 
easy it was if he attended all classes and took 
notes! He is the president of his own mortgage 
company and enjoys driving his Corvette and his 
Can Am motorcycle. Jim has run the Peachtree 
Road Race 27 consecutive times and participated 
again this year.

’60s
Scott ’66 ’70 (BA history, MED secondary 
education) and Joy Burson Butler ’66 (BSED 
elementary education) of Carrollton are proud 
to announce the birth of their granddaughter, 
Campbell Winn, on November 3, 2012. Parents 
are Ben and Kirby T. Butler. Campbell is Scott and 
Joy’s first granddaughter after six fine grandsons. 

Lowell Emerson White ’66 (BA sociology) 
is a freelance reporter/photographer for the 
Tallapoosa Journal, Haralson County Gateway-
Beacon and the Carrollton Times-Georgian. He is 
currently writing a biography of a local World War 
II hero. He volunteers in the Tallapoosa Lions Club. 
While he is not working, he spends time with his 
1966 West Georgia College classmate and wife, 
Jo Anne Brooks White ’66 (BA English), in the 
Historical Society and Staircase Storytellers. They 
enjoy their long-haired dachshund, Jimmy. They 
both are proud supporters of the Fred and Gail 
Brooks White Scholarship fund at UWG for area 
medical students. Lowell and Jo Anne live in 
Tallapoosa. 

’70s
Gary Watson ’71 (BA English) completed his 
second fictional mystery novel called The Second 
Chapter of a Bad Dream. Gary’s first mystery thriller, 
Fifteen Minutes of Fame, earned reader praise for its 
fast pace and plot twists. He lives in Carrollton.

Ann E. Leard Bender ’72 (BSED education 
junior high) retired this year with over 37 years of 
experience as a media specialist in such places 
as Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Texas, 
New Mexico, Arkansas, Costa Rica and Germany. 
She was National Board Certified and plans to 
travel and work on personal projects in the next 
few years. She and her husband, Thomas Bender, 
live in Hartwell. 

’80s
E. Michael Whittington ’80 (BA anthropology), 
former executive director 
of the Monterey Museum 
of Art in California, 
joined the Oklahoma 
City museum on April 
8 as the new president 
and chief executive 
officer. In addition to an 
extensive background 
in art history and 
museum management, Michael demonstrates 
strength across both the strategic and operational 
dimensions of business, according to the release 
in The Oklahoman. In his free time he enjoys 
gardening, backpacking and skiing. CL

AS
S

CLASS NOTES
The Gallery at The Merc in Old Town Temecula 
in California featured the “Abstractions” exhibit 
by Byron Keith Byrd ’78 (BA art). The May 
exhibit began with an artist’s reception, where 
those who attended could view his work and 
share with him their thoughts, feelings and 
interpretations of the work. 

While at West Georgia, Byron chose the 
style that most represented his vision, which 
was Abstract Expressionism. The Abstract 
Expressionist movement began during the late 
’40s and ’50s in New York’s Greenwich Village 
where artists used shapes, forms, lines and 
colors to depict emotions and attitudes through 
nontraditional ways.

Byron grew up in Georgia where his talents 
were discovered at an early age, and his mother 
enrolled him in art classes at the age of 13. He 
moved to New York after college and was able 

to have his own exhibit within the first year of 
living in the city. While maintaining an art studio 
in Southern California, Byron divides most of 
his time between New York City and Miami 
Beach where he enjoys avant-garde film and 
documentaries away from his work.

Terry Gunnell ’85 (BS political science), former 
Arizona state program director for the Corporation 
for National and Community Service (CNCS), 
accepted the position to serve as the new 
Texas state program director in January. He 
has extensive experience with and ties to the 
philanthropic community and is passionate about 
national service and volunteerism. 

Brett Petersen ’85 (BA mass communication) 
joined CURE Leasing & Maintenance as chief 
operating officer in January. Brett is a 22-year 
veteran of the vehicle rental industry. Prior to 
joining CURE, Petersen served as the chief 
executive officer of Armada Vehicle Rental, Inc. 
CURE provides truck maintenance and financing 
solutions to companies using independent 
contractors as part of their transportation 
program. 

’90s
Brooks L. Benton ’92 (BA psychology) accepted 
the appointment as the warden of Whitworth 
Women’s Facility effective July 1. The facility is 
located in Hartwell, Georgia. As warden, he will 
be responsible for overseeing 148 staff members 
and 428 medium security female inmates.

Frederick R. Harrah, II ’93 (BBA management) 
was appointed the new public service director for 
Casper, Wyoming, in January. Before accepting 
this position, he was the general services 
superintendent in Clyde, Ohio, where he was 
responsible for public service. 

Janeth “DeAnn” Robinson ’97 ’00 (BSED, MED 
middle grades education) and her husband Tim of 
Whitesburg announce the birth of an eight-pound 
one-ounce son, Carter Timothy, on October 21, 
2012 at Tanner Medical Center. 

Dr. Laurie N. Barron 
’99 (MED administration 
and supervision) was 
recently recognized at 
the White House Rose 
Garden ceremony by 
President Barack Obama 
for being named National 
Association of Secondary 
School Principals and 
MetLife National Middle School Principal of the 
Year. Laurie also received the Achievement Award 
for the College of Education presented by the 
UWG Alumni Association in April. She and her 
husband, Daniel, live in Newnan. 

Byrd Featured in West Coast Exhibit

Byron (left) at his art exhibit opening with actor 
Gary Busey
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’00s
Samantha Mead Fuhrey ’00 (MED 
administration & supervision) accepted the 
position of superintendent for the Newton County 
Board of Education. Prior to this position, she was 
the deputy superintendent for Curriculum and 
Instruction for the Newton County School System. 
While not at work, Samantha enjoys spending 
time with her daughter, painting, reading, sewing 
and spending time with the community at her 
family restaurant, Double Dips in Oxford. 

James Fulford ’01 (BBA finance) was named 
chief financial officer for the Carroll County 
Schools in February. Prior to this position, James 
served as vice president of commercial lending for 
Metro Bank. He resides in Carrollton. 

Dana Shea Smith ’03 (BBA management and 
marketing) and her husband, John, announce 
the birth of their first child, Nathan, in June 2012. 
They live in Seattle, Washington.

Greg ’05 (BBA accounting) and Natasha 
Kaufman Benda ’05 (BBA management) 
announce the birth of their son, Preston Gregory, 
on March 6. Greg serves as the vice president 
for the UWG Alumni Association and the chapter 

advisor for Chi Phi Fraternity. He received the Chi 
Phi National Chapter Advisor of the Year award 
last June. Natasha stays involved in Delta Delta 
Delta as the chapter advisor. They make their 
home in Smyrna. 

Benjamin ’06 (BS computer science) and his wife, 
Meighan Cater Browning ’07 (BSN nursing), are 
happy to announce the birth of their son, Connor 
Benjamin, on April 19 at Tanner Medical Center. 
They reside in Carrollton. 

Matthew Brantley Herzog ’07 ’09 (BBA 
management, MBA business administration) 
married Cara Welch ’08 (BS political science) 
on Saturday, April 20, in Santa Rosa Beach, 
Florida. Like the wedding, the reception was also 
beachside, at Weatherall Fine Art Gallery. Matt is 
an account manager at Southwire, and Cara is the 
director of member services at the Carroll County 
Chamber of Commerce. They have made their 
home in Carrollton. 

Kiel Mashburn ’07 (BSR parks & recreation 
management) married Kaila North on April 20. 
They make their home in Carrollton. 

Jessica Reynolds-Wiggins ’07 (BFA art) 
accepted the position with the Georgia Department 
of Community Affairs as the communications  u 

1 8-oz. package of cream cheese
2 small cans of tiny shrimp,  

drained and rinsed
¼ cup of mayonnaise
2 tbsp. of lemon juice
1 tsp. of fresh parsley, chopped
½ tsp. of dill weed
½ tsp. of salt

Combine ingredients and beat until well 
blended.

Best chilled overnight. Serve with your 
favorite chip.

This recipe is excellent for tailgating.

Yields 2 cups.

Lisa Ledbetter’s (’86) Shrimp Spread 

u and training coordinator. She will oversee all 
Georgia Main Street programs. Wiggins was the 
former Carrollton Main Street director and led the 
program to win five state awards, as well as the 
creation of numerous innovations in downtown 
Carrollton. 

William “Billy” Duncan Jr. ’09 (BSR parks & 
recreation management) married Carla Maner 
’09 (BBA marketing) on April 13. The ceremony 
was at Victory United Methodist Church in 
Bowdon, and the reception was at the Tisinger 
House, also in Bowdon. Billy is employed by 
Greenway Medical Technologies and Carla is 
the owner of  the vintage boutique, “The Nest”. 
She serves as the vice president of the Young 
Alumni Council. Carla was selected as one of the 

recipients of UWG’s 30 Under 30, a new young 
alumni recognition program. They make their 
home in Carrollton. 

Jason Soucy ’09 (BBA psychology) graduated 
with a bachelor’s in psychology from the Honors 
College in 2009.  After graduate school in Texas 
and exploring various career options in Tennessee, 
including counseling and public school teaching, 
he was drawn back to his alma mater.  He 
accepted the position of coordinator of Tutoring 
and Learning programs at UWG’s EXCEL Center 
and serves as the primary tutor developer and 
learning specialist. He has been back in Georgia 
for a few months and hopes to get involved with 
alumni groups, student organizations and a local 
tennis league.  

Orlin Specializes in Performance Improvement
Jay Orlin ’73 (MA psychology) is a learning and 
development expert. He has been recognized for 
his accomplishments by employers and peers for 
many years in and beyond Silicon Valley. 

He has extensive experience in managing learning 
and development departments and programs at 
Intel, Nortel, Tandem, Altera and Philips Medical. 

In addition to his in-house experience, Jay 
has executed over one hundred performance 
improvement projects for large and small 
companies, such as Hewlett Packard, 
Sun Microsystems, Oracle, Pacific Bell, 
Charles Schwab, ProBusiness, Aspect 
Telecommunications, Avery Dennison, Bayer 
Pharmaceuticals, Cisco Systems, Raychem and 
Gilead Life Sciences.

He has hands-on experience with most corporate 
functions including leadership development, 
training and instructional design, sales, finance, 
marketing, technical support, manufacturing, 
R&D and customer service. His vast range of 
experience enables him to quickly adapt to 
challenging circumstances. He created and 
managed an in-house coaching program for a 
3,000-person company utilizing internal resources 
and external coaches, and he personally coached 
hundreds of senior managers. 

Jay is certified with several assessment tools 
including ECI 360, Myers Briggs, Keirsey 
Temperament Sorter II and CPI 260, as well as 

numerous other instruments. He is certified to 
train Keirsey and a variety of programs such as 
Situational Leadership, Influencing, Negotiation 
and Front-End Analysis. He also trains on his 
own custom programs such as Building Powerful 
Customer Relationships, Intact Teambuilding 
and Knowledge Transfer for Non-Training 
Professionals.

He is an expert in building strategies, 
front-end analysis, designing curricula 
and implementing programs. A past-
president of the International Society 
for Performance Improvement and 
manager and mentor for many 
instructional designers, his course 
designs and customizations 
effectively target an organization’s 
highest leverage opportunities.

Jay is a pioneer in the use and 
development of eLearning and 
the sophisticated use of blended 
learning practices we accept 
as common in the learning and 
development world today. 

He has authored two books, Training to Win: 
Strategies for Today’s Industrial Challenges 
and the Essential Relationship Workbook. He 
is currently writing his third book on a business-
related topic.

THE 
HUNGRY 

WOLF
Favorite recipes from  
the UWG community

Have a recipe you’d like to  
share with UWG alumni?  

E-mail it, along with a hi-res  
photo of the finished product,  

to estone@westga.edu.

CLASS NOTES
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Samantha Williams Bradley ’10 ’11 (BSED & 
MED early childhood education) and her husband 
Joshua of Carrollton announce the birth of their 
daughter, Hannah Grace, on March 13. She was 
born at Tanner Medical Center.

Dustin Wayne Worley ’10 (BBA management) is 
a superintendent at the construction corporation 
Adolfson and Peterson where he is managing his 
second 18 million dollar project called The Haven 
at Celebrate in Fredericksburg, Virginia. He said 
that he would like to thank the University of West 
Georgia for the opportunity that it gave him, the 
education and the incredible time and adventure 
he had while at UWG.

Kelsey Gilbert Cole ’11 (BSN nursing) and 
husband Bryan of Carrollton announce the birth of 
their daughter, Evelynn Maxene, on February 16 
at Tanner Medical Center. 

James C. Faust ’11 (BBA marketing & 
management) married Leah R. Jacobi on 
June 1 at the Dawson United Methodist Church. 
The reception was held at Timber Greene Farms. 
James is employed with the Furniture House as 

the general manager in Carrollton, while Leah 
plans to graduate from UWG School of Nursing 
in April 2014. 

Michael Edwards ’11 (BS geography) and his 
wife Erin Casey Edwards announce the birth of 
their daughter, Teagan Olivia, on January 9. She 
was born at Tanner Medical Center and weighed 
7 lbs. 3 ozs. She has four grandparents: Stephen 
Edwards (Granddaddy), Dale Edwards (Granny), 
Greg Casey (Paw-paw), and Lisa Casey (Maw-
maw). They live in Carrollton. Michael is an active 
member of the Young Alumni Council.

Matthew Thomas ’11 (BBA economics), a 
former private piano instructor, recently stepped 
into a new role as the economic development 
coordinator and main street coordinator in the city 
of Canton. Matthew is thrilled to be with the city.

Kimberli McNeill Roberts ’13 (MSN nursing) is 
proud to be among the first cohort of CNLs to 
populate the Wellstar Healthcare System. Kimberli 
and her husband Dale live in Acworth along with 
their two children. 

Alumna, Former Staff Member Named Police Chief at Berkeley
by Alexandra Taylor

University of West Georgia alumna Margo 
Akers Bennett ’75 ’77 ’81 was recently 
named University of California at Berkeley’s 
new police chief. Margo attended and 
graduated from UWG with an associate’s 
degree in criminal justice in 1975, a bachelor’s 
degree in sociology in 1977 and a master’s 
degree in guidance and counseling in 1981. 

Margo, who has more than 35 years of law 
enforcement experience, began her career 
at UWG’s Public Safety Department, which is 
now the University Police Department. 

“It was at UWG where I learned the 
importance of a campus police department 
that understood the culture of the higher 
education environment and the value of critical 
partnerships throughout the campus,” she 
says. “I wouldn’t trade my experiences at UWG 
for anything!”

Swain Harris, deputy chief of University

Police, was a co-worker and friend of Margo’s 
during her time as detective lieutenant at 
UWG’s Public Safety in 1980. “We are very 
proud of her,” says Swain. “She was a good 
instructor and helped out a lot of people.” 

After leaving UWG in 1981, Margo worked 
for over a decade with the FBI as a lieutenant 
over criminal investigations where she trained 
special agents in interview and interrogation 
techniques, hostage negotiations and other 
special skills. She then began working for the 
Northern Virginia Community College Police 
Department where she was promoted to 
police chief. 

In 2002, Margo joined the University of 
California at Berkeley Police Department 
as captain, overseeing administrative and 
management matters including the recruitment 
process, selection and training of all UCPD 
personnel and development of UCPD policies. 
She also managed community service work 
like crime prevention efforts, night safety 
programs and residential security.

Now, as UCPD’s new police chief, Margo will 
supervise and manage 149 employees, which 
include 66 police officers along with other 
in-office workers. She hopes to not only be 
successful in carrying out standard safety and 
security duties but to also build relationships 
across campus. She believes that fostering 
such relationships with students, faculty and 
staff will lead to more individuals contacting 
the police department about crimes and 
suspicious activities, creating a safer 
environment for everyone.

Margo, center, is sworn-in as UCPD Police Chief.
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In Memoriam
Calvin Weems Boyd ’37 (general), Carrollton 

Ann Abbleby Jarrett ’40 (general), Jefferson 

Ruth Collins Hensley ’43 (general), Signal 
Mountain, Tennessee

Thomas M. Wade ’43 (general), Arab, Alabama

Bernice White Boddiford ’47 (general), Sylvester 

Shirley Rae Crews Watson ’49 (general), Temple

Leonard Ross Gray ’50 (general), Atlanta

Roy D. Littleton ’57 (general), Atlanta

Sylvia Evans Perry ’57 (general), Rossville

Mary Prince Shockley ’58 (BSED elementary 
education), Villa Rica

Susan Strickland Harman ’59 ’74 (BSED, MED 
elementary education), Carrollton

J. Max Shaw ’60 (BA English), Villa Rica

Emily Claire Hall Barnett ’61 ’71 (BSED, MED 
elementary education), Carrollton 

Charlotte Eckles Hinesley ’62 ’79 (BSED 
elementary education, MED early childhood 
education), Waco

Robert D. Stiles, Sr. ’65 (BA business 
administration), Chickamauga 

John DeVore ’66 ’73 (BSED education junior high, 
MED secondary education, social studies), Canton

Wilma “Ann” Dickens Grantham ’68 (BA 
mathematics), Saint Simons Island

Marilyn Hudsputh Etheredge ’69 ’80 (BSED 
business education, MED elementary education), 
Rome

Marian Ford Worsham ’69 (MED elementary 
education), Atlanta

Jimmy Luther Agan ’71 (BA sociology), Oceanside, 
California

Gerald J. Smith ’71 (MA English), Evans

Larry A. Whitmire ’71 (BBA economics), Marietta 

Sandra Faye Dixon ’72 (BA sociology), Birmingham, 
Alabama

Mary Ann Albrecht ’73 ’79 (MED, EDS elementary 
education), Gainesville

Joann W. Chambers ’73 (BSED early childhood 
education), Rome

William Edward “Eddie” Cobb ’73 ’74 (MED, EDS 
administration and supervision), Blairsville 

Lucy Morris Gay ’73 (MED guidance and 
counseling), Carrollton

Joseph Owens ’73 (BS business administration), 
Mayo, Florida

Alberta Woods McMillion ’74 (MED secondary 
science education), LaGrange 

Ethel Ruth Arnold ’75 ’81 (BSED, MED special 
education), Carrollton

Michael Ashworth ’75 (BBA management), Decatur

Janeen Curl Josey ’75 (MED business education), 
Valdosta 

Martha Myers Makohon ’75 (MED elementary 
education), Marietta

James G. Purvis, Jr. ’77 (MED elementary 
education), Adairsville

Lynda Kay Whitson Armistead ’78 ’87 (MED, EDS 
guidance and counseling), Silver Creek 

Martha Kaye Bolt ’78 (MED guidance and 
counseling), Eureka, California

James E. Lasater, Jr. ’81 (BS geology), Charlotte, 
North Carolina

Stanley Lee Gentry ’83 (BBA accounting), 
Carrollton

Linda Luedecke Nelson ’83 (AS nursing), 
Douglasville 

Brenda Harper Green ’88 ’93 (BSED, MED middle 
grades education), Carrollton

Stephen C. Wichman ’88 (BBA management), 
Smyrna 

Christopher D. Queen ’90 (BBA management), 
Douglasville 

Patrick Michael White ’08 (MPA public 
administration), Carrollton

Justin K. Walker ’09 (BBA marketing), Lithia 
Springs

Aaron Robert Queener (BM music education), 
Middletown, Delaware, passed away on November 
8, 2012, and the university granted a posthumous 
degree.

Faculty/Staff

Mary Baxter ’39 (general), Carrollton

Jeffrey Durr, Carrollton

Dr. Albert “Steve” Hanser, Asheville, North Carolina

Dr. Joseph W. Huff, Ph.D. ’77 (BA chemistry), 
Carrollton

Dr. Lewis Larson, Jr., Carrollton

Dr. Peggy Steelmon ’50 (general), Carrollton

Hazel Thomaston, Bowdon Junction 

James Woody, Tallapoosa

CLASS NOTES
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Changing Students’ Outlook
By Dr. Laurie Barron ’99

Returning to school after Christmas 
break, with the Newtown tragedy 
still fresh on the minds of educators 
across the country, I wanted to share 
something with our middle school 
teachers to help resonate a point with 
them. I wanted them to see that if we 
could just change one student’s outlook, 
then perhaps we would be taking steps 
to prevent further tragedies. At our 
professional learning and planning day 
before students returned to school, I 
showed teachers a video I found on 
YouTube, “Honk If You Love Someone,” 
featuring Massoud Adibpour. The video 
showed a young man holding positive 
signs to people as they drove by on 
the street. He was trying to make a 
difference. While my staff watched the 
video, their time is precious, and some 
viewed the video as a little “cheesy,” for 
lack of a better word. 

I must interject at this point that I was 
the principal of our middle school for 
nine years. I spent those years building 
relationships and working hand-in-hand 
with students and teachers to help build 
a culture of trust and respect where 
teachers feel comfortable challenging 
my ideas, disagreeing when they think 
I am wrong, offering better solutions, 
and, yes, enjoying a good joke at my 
expense. 

When students returned from winter 
break the following day, I was on 

my daily walk of the building before 
homeroom when I came down the 
8th grade hall and heard a small 
commotion on a team hallway. Students 
were commenting about two of their 
teachers, Ann Hester, a top notch 
literature/language arts teacher, and 
Melinda Walden, a highly respected and 
effective math teacher who was not very 
moved by the day’s previous video. Mrs. 
Hester and Mrs. Walden were holding 
up signs that read: “SMILE” and “IT’S 
A GREAT DAY TO BE A WILDCAT!” 
I nearly doubled over laughing at our 
teachers’ sense of humor as they poked 
fun at my professional learning attempt 
from the previous day. Mrs. Walden 
laughingly admitted they were holding 
the signs as a “sarcastic response to 
that cheesy video we had to watch at 
a faculty meeting. However, my plan 
backfired, and the kids got a big kick 
out of it.” Again, this teacher and I have 
a wonderful relationship and enjoy 
bantering with each other, and she knew 
I could take a joke. 

Since the kids got a “kick out of it” 
and Mrs. Walden is about kids first, I 
rounded the corner the next day, and 
there stood Mrs. Walden and Mrs. 
Hester, holding another sign, this one 
reading: “We Believe in You!” The next 
day the signs read, “You + Pencil = 
Happy Teacher.” Each day, a new sign 
appeared. A few weeks in, a “Happy 
Birthday” sign with students’ names was 
posted. By the time state standardized 
tests were given, each day’s signs were 
themed. For the science CRCT, the 
sign read: “May the Force Be with You.” 
(Think physical science.) Today is the 
8th grade dance; the sign reads: “Don’t 
just stand there. Bust a Move.” Ok, a 
little ’80s, but it works. The point is, 
what began as an inside joke became 
something students “look forward to 
and even try to predict what might be 
said the coming day,” according to Mrs. 
Hester. 

The other team teachers concur. Simple 
signs such as “You’re Amazing” have 
helped this team of teachers develop 
better relationships with students, 
making students more “willing to put 
forth effort because of the positive 
start to the day,” says science teacher 
Jennifer Maritz. And while the students 
really enjoy the signs, even the teachers 
have been positively affected, according 
to social studies teacher Jim Mills: 
“I’ve got to admit, I’m intrigued each 
day to see what they have planned for 
the morning ‘message.’” Perhaps Mrs. 
Hester says it best: “Quite simply, I think 
students feel we care about them. I 
can honestly say on a personal level 
that often their reactions have been 
responsible for me having a better 
day! Sometimes their comments and 
smiles have turned my otherwise bleak 
morning into something a little more 
positive as well.” 

Each morning as I walk the halls, 
students are talking about the day’s 
sign. And I, too, enter the hall daily 
wondering what the message will be, 
knowing it will be much more than an 
inside joke. These signs have become a 
genuine and sincere way to reach out to 
students and show them their teachers 
care about them. Students matter. And 
these teachers make sure they know 
it. Our teachers are changing students’ 
outlook, one student at a time.

THE EXPLORER
BOUNDARIES DO NOT APPLY TO AMBITION – JUST ASK 
BUSINESS MARKETING STUDENT KHANOR RUNZI
At the University of West Georgia, Khanor is going places. 
For his entire junior year, he will work toward his business 
marketing degree in France, and, as a bonus, he will have an 
opportunity to practice his first love, photography. 

“I’m looking forward to stepping out of my comfort zone, 
learning a new culture and broadening my horizons,” 
he explains. “I’m absolutely elated at the thought of 
photographing a country with such breathtaking landscape 
and architecture.” 

Like every good business professional, Khanor has identified a 
need, and he has every intention of using his degree to fulfill it. 

“Photography is my passion, and business is my calling,” he 
says. “I plan on pursuing both through developing my own 
brand of cameras with new sensor technology and building 
upon a unique modular system to revolutionize the art that I 
love so much.

My classes at UWG are helping me realize my dreams.”gowestgeorgia.com

LEAVE A LASTING LEGACY 
The power of a Legacy Gift 
impacts generations of students for 
years to come.

Whether through a bequest, charitable 
trust or a life insurance policy, your 
forethought will make a difference in 
the life of a student. Let your legacy be 
West Georgia’s future. 

For more information, contact 
Baylor Bassett, Associate Director of 
Legacy Giving, at 678-839-6134 or 
bbassett@westga.edu. 

Laurie recently accepted a position in Kalispell, Montana, as Superintendent of Evergreen School District.
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November 2013 December 2013
  2 Wolves vs. Florida Tech

  9 Wolves at West Texas A&M

16 Wolves vs. Delta State University

25-29 Thanksgiving Break 
 (UWG Offices Closed)

14 Commencement

18-31 Winter Holiday Break 
 (UWG Offices Closed)

  4 Wolves Capture the Square 
Community Pep Rally

  5 HOMECOMING vs. Point University

12 Wolves at University of North Alabama

17 Go West for A Day

19 Wolves vs. Valdosta State University

23 Florida Georgia Line Concert

26 Wolves at University of West Alabama

27 Preview Day

(Event dates subject to change)

For a complete list of UWG athletic events visit www.uwgsports.com 
For additional UWG Alumni Event Info visit www.westga.edu/alumni

  7 Reunion of Retired Faculty & Staff 
Association

 Wolves at Mars Hill College

12 Richards College of Business:  
BB&T Speaker Series, Jessica Jackley 

14 Wolves vs. Miles College

21 Wolves vs. Midwestern State University

26 A Night to Go West

28 Wolves at Shorter University

 UWG Family Day

UPCOMING EVENTS


